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Mars hall Are Speakers For
Evening

Book Exhibit Is Held In
Social Room OF Alumnae
Building
Tuesday evening, May 10, the first
regular* meeting of the Colby Library
Associates was held in the Y. W. C.
A. room of the Alumnae Building.
Dean Marriner , who was the chairman of the occasion, began his remarks by welcoming the undergraduates and by giving a brief history and
an outline of the purpose of the association. He also read a list of the
wide variety of volumes now in the
Colby Library which have been purchased with the funds of this organization.
Professor Carl J. Weber , who was
the first speaker on the program, had
as his topic, Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
Thomas J. Wise is the enigmatical
figure to whom this title is applied.
To this man have been written many
high tributes,. such as: "one of the
foremost bibliographers of our time,"
(Continued on page 6)

Packard Represents
Marshall Moot Court
Mr. Joseph Packard , son of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas P. Packard of 3
Prospect St., Houlton , Maine, first
year student at Columbia Law School
in New York City, recently represented Marshall Moot Court in the
first year practice trials conducted
under the auspices of the Harlem
Fiske Stone Moot Court Competition ,
in which the eighteen student trial
practice organizations of the Law
School participate. This competition,
named in honor of Mr . Justice Stone
of the United States Supreme Court,
former dean of Columbia Law School,
is .designed to give the students actual trial-practice experience.
Mr. Packard was graduated from
Colby college in 1937 , where he was
a member of Delta Upsilon social fraternity. While in college he was active in debating and was elected to Pi
Kappa Delta, national forensic society, for his excellence in public
speaking.

Two Maine Stations Carr y
Colby 's First Varsity Show
Studio Audience Of 200 Hear Pro gram In
Alumnae Buildin g
Speci al Equi pment Brought
From Bangor For Hour
Broadcast

Opening with fanfare of trumpets and continuing with fast moving
entertainment throughout, the fi rst
annual radio Varsity Show scored a
big hit Saturday night both with its
listeners on the air and a studio audience in ' the Alumnae Building of
about 200.
Climaxing the work of the radio
staff for th is year , the show presented all the outstanding radio performers heard ovor Colby at the Microphone and many new stars. It was a
full hour show carried' through under
the capable direction of Ellis, Mott.
Special equipment from Bangor and
tho use of the stage permitted a really professional piece of work such as
few Colby students havo had the
privilege of witnessing. Both WLBZ
and WRDO carried tho program. ,

Dr. Charles Beale

Addresses Forum

Says Everybod y Needs A
Philosophy Of Lif e

Most outstanding was tho work of
the musical organizations. Under
the ' direction of "NatV Guptill in the
absence of John Thomas tho Glee
Clubs scored again with • tho favorites
"Old Man River," sung by the combined clubs, arid , "Wind Blow Over
My Shoulder," sun g by the men, This
was .the.hr final appearance' of the
yeai*;- Tho quartet of tho Class of M0
mot with its usual favor. Many wore
particularly,, pleased .with the fine
work of tho Women's Quartet in their
initial radio appearance.
A fifteen minute drama , "Tho Pon
Is Mightier," under tho direction of

Dr. Charles Beale, one of the outstanding preachers in the country,
spoke to the Student Fellowship
Forum Sunday night on the subject,
"Can We Be Moral?" In his introduction to a discussion which centered
around questions of war, or race relations, and of economic problems,
Dr. Beale stressed the fact that everyone needs a philosophy of life.
¦
"We're here ! We have a life to live.
What are wo going to do with it?"
was his opening question. He quoted
Joseph Fort Newton of Ph ila d elphia ,
who has said that there are four possible things to do with life : dodge it;
run alon g with it; get all y ou can out
of it; or do '.something for it., The
last , which involves choosing a cause
that is greater than oneself , and forgetting self-interest in one's work for
it , is the greatest philosophy of life ,
ho stated.
The difficulty in living according to
y our philoso ph y of life lies in the
fact that many times you havo to
malco decisions ns to what is right and
what is wrong, Dr , Beale continued.
"To bo moral is always to choose the
thing that your jud gment says is tho
right thing for you to do in that i iv-f
stance ," ho said. In questions of international relations and war, of raco
relations and other public problemsj

(Continued on pa_ro 8)

(Continued on page 8)

This Friday fifteen of the Geology
classes will make a three-hun dredmile
trip that will take in a complete study
of the Geological features in and
around Bar Harbor. This excursion
has been an annual feature for many
years, having been started probably
by the late Professor Perkins.
The group will leave Friday noon
and' will spend the two nights while
they are away, at the Y. W. C. A. in
Bar Harbor. The small group that
will remain to take in the fraternity
dances at Colby Friday night, will
leave Saturday morning to meet the
others at some predetermined point
on the island.
While the list of geological points
of interest that will be studied is exhaustive, some of them are either so
well-known or so significant that they
are deserving of mention and among
the
these are Mount
Cadillac,
"ovens," Anemone Caves, and Somes
Sound which is supposed to be the
only glacial fiord on the Atlantic
coast.
The entire party will return Sunday afternoon.

O-At-Ka Conference To
Be O pened June 13
Student Christian Movement
Of New England Colleges
To Meet For One Week

Cap And Gown Elects
Seven New Members

Picnic Closes With Singing
Gf Alma Mater

Purpose Of Society To Initiate And Promote College
Activities And Standards

Over four hundred wildly stamping,
madly yelling specimens of the most
rabid "type of Gus H. Fan known to
captivity stampeded for the overflowing food tables when our unbiased arbiter "Prexy" Johnson stopped all athletic proceedings because
of Midget - Peck's mighty homer and
consequent lost nail in deep left field
hay this afternoon ,at Mayflower.• ¦Hill.
Thus ended another faculty-student
softball classic. Our scorers are; still
adding up the runs, hits, and errors,
and next week's ECHO might contain the results.
Recapitulation of the rapid-fire
events would be mere superfluity. Let
it suffice to mention a few of the highlights. The umpiring was beyond,
words—way beyond. For the profs,
stars were numerous in every inning.
The all round form of "Donkey " Morrow, both at the plate and in the
field , was phenomenal.
Marj Duffy
looked like Rabbit Maranville at
short. Miss Mary Marshall led her
English department fellows , to the
outfield , and there they held their annual conference on the life and works
(Continued on page 3)

At women's assembly, Monday
morning, May 16, the annual induction of Cap and Gown was held. Cap
and Gown, is the honorary senior girl
society which hopes eventually to become affiliated with the National
Honor Society of Mortar Board , and
its ceremony is a long anticipated occasion.
The outgoing members of Cap and
Gown are : Martha Bessom , Jean
Cobb, Edith Fait, Alice Manley, Alice
Mulligan, Sigrid Tompkins and Helen
Wade.
Sigrid -Tompkins , the retiring president , explained the purposes of this
organization which are to initiate ,
promote and uphold college activities
and standards; and to honor personality, leadership, and' achievement in
college women. Seven women of the
junior class are chosen each year by
(Continued on page 3)

Day Trip To Mt latalid ta

June 13 is the opening date of the
second conference of New England
college men and women at Camp
O-at-ka. Under the auspices of the
Student Christian Movement, this
conference was held for the first
time last year, and was a tremendous
success. ' This year the conference
is to be held during the week of June
13-20 and promises to be worth while
to all who attend.
• Camp O-at-ka is located on the
shores of beautiful Lake Sebago ,
about thirty miles north-west of Port- Prominent Educational Leadland , Maine. The camp is ideally
ers To Speak At Eleven
equipped for every sort of outdoor
sport; indeed , it is considered by
Day Session
many the best equipped recreational
spot in the state; and now, in the
The seventh annual New England
midst of these surroundings, pressing
Institute
of International Relations,
topics of the day will be discussed.
to
be
held
June 28 to July 8, will find
Among the leaders of the conference
the
beautiful
Wellesley College cam(Continued on page 3)
pus dotted with students , teachers,
college professors, and many others
interested in current international
problems. A number of prominent
educational loaders in this country
are among tho faculty leaders, sponsors and active niembers of the committee planning the eleven-day ses, Col by closed a most su ccessful ye ar sion of lectures , informal discussions
of deputation Sunday, , May 15, by and recreation. ,
sending; a team to tho Newport MethAmong the 'speakers will bo Dr. Roo dist Church , an d another on e to land Hall Sharp, of th e editorial staff
Read field and Kents Hill. Professor of Th e Christian Science Monitor,
Elmer Warren , head of the Vo cations who has just completed a 20 ,000 mile
d ep artments sp oke oh the su bj ect tour of South America , and Dr. Hal"Choosing a Vocation ;" Robert An- f or d Hosk i ns, d ean of t h o Fletcher
thony and Jane Montgomery discuss- School of Law and Diplomacy of
ed vocations for mon and women. Tu f ts Colle ge, who, will return from
Ruth Stebbihs was in charge of devo- Europe in time to open tho Institute
tions.
with a lecture on the problems pf
i' Joan Cobb, Phillips. Henderson , Centra l Europe. Di*. Hoskins will
Edwin Shuman, < Pauline Pratt and take the place of Mrs; Vera Micheles
Kenneth McArdlc wont to Rea dfield Dean , ' previously announced speaker ,
and Kents Hill. P.' Henderson spoke Who will ' bo,, in Europe this ; summer.
at Readfield at ten A. M., and E, Shn- Other •lecturers will bo Dr. Alvin H.
hian spoko at Kents Hill at elovon- Hanson , professor of political econthirt y o 'clock. ' Joan Cobb' load the omy in the graduate school of public
devotions at both' places. Thoy stop- ad ministration at Harvard •¦University
pod at the Bailey Homestead on tho jand president of, the ; American !Eco(Continue d from page 8) "
< Continued on pago 3)

Club Plans To Find Out What Spot Ii* U. Si
Is First To See Suil

Wellesle y To Act As

Host To N. L Colleges

Colby Closes Year

Of Deputations

Trip Planned For Memorial
Day Week-End
To its eighth and final trip of' the
year, the Colby Outing Club will head
north over the Memorial Day holiday],
spending three days in the Mount
Katahdin region.
This will be the fifth time that ' the
Club has sponsored trips ' to" Maine's
highest , most famous , an d most sp ec^
ta cu lar m ounta in , and it will be the
first time that members of the women's division will be taken along.
According to present plans, ¦ the
Club" will leave Waterville Friday,
May 28, with Chimney Pond , at the
very base of the mountain as its desitination. The state-owned shelters
around this beautiful mountain lakie
w il l be use d as th e base camp for the
tri p, and from there parties wiil mak'6
trips over tho network of traits that
run up an d over the mountain. '
A sub party will spend ono night
on tho summit plateau of the mountain for th e purpose of studying sunrise from tho summit. A warm discussion is now raging in scientific circles as to what spot in tho United
States is fi rst to see the sun each
morning. By a careful observation
of the sunrise on Katahdin , correli
ateel with similar ' observations on
Mount Cad illac , tho highest mountain'
on Mount Dosert ' Island , ' , the Club;
hopes to help in solving this problem.1
. S ince tlioro is a bill now in-, Congross designed to make Mount Katahdin a National Park much interest W .
recently noon arousod in tho mountain, and many students arc ' plarinimj',
to innke tho trip ovor Momorial'Day.'1
Charles T. Russ , '88, is'in charge of; ,
arran gements.
i
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Colby By 4-2
Mules Only Able To Garnet
Hits As Championship
^
Chances Fade
r

i

•

The. Colby Mules were able to grab
onl_y three hits off Bowdoin's Birkett
as the Polar Bears out-clouted . the
CoLby. baseball ,squad, 4r2, at Brunswick last Friday. Birkett's masterful
pitching exhibition was somewhat
niarrred by the fact that he gave eight
walks during his eight and a half inningrs on the mound." ;
Joe Chernauskas started for Colby
and was relieved by Lefty Cole in the
foarth. ' Cole held the-Polar Beai's
sco»reless after.his.second man up hit
a single to drive in two runs.
The Colby outfit lacked hitting
puxi'ch. ; The only :men who seemed
to be able1 to garner safe wallops off
the ' Bowdpih hurlers were Dobbins,
Alleh ' and' McGee, who each took one.
Although the Mulemen couldn't seem
to connect, their frequent free' trips
on balls kept the Bowdoin pitchers
in hot water most of the time. Only
in the third and eighth innings did
Bixkett manage to get by without
hawing at least one Colby man on the
sacks.
Colby scored its two runs in the
second when Birkett put Doc Rancoiirt on with a pass, and hit Vinnie
ALleh. With two men on 'bases he
made a wild pitch and advanced, them
to second and third. It was at this
podnt that Bob Me Gee came through
wLth a timely single and two Colby
men crossed the plate. The next inning was scoreless on both sides but
in the fourth Bowdoin batted out four
singles to score three runs. Both
sides - remained scoreless after the
foTirth . Colby threatened in the

At the State Track Meet
BRUNSWICK ,MAY 14
Luncheon 40c

MOULTON
UNION .

Near Whittier Field
On theBowdoin Campus

ninth with one man on third, one on
second and one out, but Birkett was
relieved by White who fanned the
next two Colby hitters.
The summary:
Colby
ab r bh po a e
Dobbins, ss ___ 5 0 1 2 1 1
2 0 0 2 0 0
Irish, cf
0 0 0
Mcintosh, x __ 1 - 0 0
Burrill, 3b _ _ _ _ 5 0 0 0 4 0
Cleveland , xx„ 1 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 0 9 1 0
Pullen, c
MacG-uire, rf __ 5 0 '0 0 0. 0
1 0 0 0 0 . .0
Hatch, rf
1 0
8 0
0
Rancourt, lb — 3
__
3
1
1
1
0
0
Allen, If
2 0 1 2
10!
McGee, 2b
Chernauskas, p 0 0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0 0 1 0
Cole, p
Gruber, xxx___ 1 0 0 0 0 0
Totals
29 2 3 24 9
x—Batted for Irish in 9th.
• xx—Batted for Burrill in 9th.
xxx—Batted for Cole in 9th.
Bowdoin
_ ab r bh
Davidson, cf __ 4 1 2
4 0 1
Haire, 2b
4 0 0
Melendy, If
White, rf , p __ 3 0 0
Fisher, ss
3 1 0
Corey, lb
4 0 1
4 1 2
Howard, c
Dale, 3b
3 1 1
Birkett, p
3 0 1
Hill, rf
0 0 0
Totals
32 4
Score by innings :
Colby
Bowdoin

0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—2
1 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 x—4
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Spor t Jacke t s

Slacks - Neckties

" Where Colby Men Meet "
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Tennis Time Is Here . Are YOU
Equi pped?

Come in and look over our line of¦ Racquets, Presses
.and Balls •

Dakia Sportin g Goods Co.

:
|iiR KS' DINER

Winslow Only Colby Man Frosh Tackle Kennebunk
To Win Single
Here On Same Day
Match
Colby 's divot diggers suffered a l V z
to I V z defeat at the ,hands of Bowdoin last Saturday afternoon on the
local course.
Bumpy Winslow, master Mule
mashie swinger, was the only Colby
man bo win his single match. ¦ He defeated Gerard of the Polar Bears.
Later Winslow and Myshrall teamed
up to come out all even against Gerard and Mueller of the visitors. .
This is the second victory for the
Polar Bears over the Mule golfers
this season.
The summary :
Clark (B) defeated Berry (C) 5
and 4.
Hood (B) defeated Bunting (C),
3 and 2.
Bernham (B) defeated Coolidge
(C) 8 and 6.
Woodruff (B) defeated Gregory
(C) 2 and 1.'
Mueller (B) defeated Myshrall (C)
3 and 1.
Winslow (C) defeated Gerard (B)
1 up.

You look at Colby 's score in the
state meet—a paltry eight and a
fourth points, and it looks sort of discouraging:. On the other liand however, the Mules were only two points
behind third place Bates and that in
itself is a moral victory. Colby 's
reputation alone can't hold it back
when it gets some good men. Next
year Colby will come in third and
Bates fourth, and there's more truth
than uncertainty in that statement.
The year after that Bowdoin will be
passed.

—c

Tracking Them Down
Follo wing that second place vict ory
Colb y will give the state champ ions a
hair raising run for their money and
the spring after that will come Colby 's first state track championship in
the history of track at this college.
Maine won 't have the men they 've
got now and neither will Colby, and
when one club goes up and the other
comes down they 've got to m eet
sometime and swap places.
_ -C —
What It Takes

ICE CREAM BAR

Palm Beach Clothing for
All Occasions

IAJDY , '21

SPORTOGBAPHS

Such talk isn't all hot air either.
Colby has a few good men. on the
track squad this year , Colby has more
good men on the freshman team,
more good trackmen are coming to
Colby next fall, and Colby has a good
coach. No one can blame "Cy" .Perkins for the luckless fate of his track
squad. The man in the skiff isn't to
blame for not keeping up with the
Chris Craft. Coach Perkins is one
of the hardest working men on the
atheltic staff , and he has the most
and discouraging job. He
We Still Have Your Favorite thankless
deserves a lot of credit for getting
Lunches and Drinks
what he has out of his scanty roster
Opp. Stadium. of material.
Ju stoff Campus

TT!' .' ! " i—¦¦n. 'ii

Whi t e Sui t s

1

Runs batted in, White, Davidson
2, Howard, McGee, Dobbins, Irish.
Sacrifice, Chernauskas. Base on balls
off Chernauskas 1, off Cole .1, off
Birkett 8. Struck out, by Chernauskas 3, by Cole 5, by Birkett 5, by
White 2. Hits off Chernauskas 6 in
3 1-3 innings, off Cole 2 in 4. 2-5
innings, off Birkett 3 in 1-5 innings.
Off White 0 in 2-5 innings. Double
play, Birkett and Haire. Hits by
pitcher, Birkett (Allen) . Wild pitch
Birkett. Left on bases, Colby 10,
Bowdoin 6. Winning pitcher, Birkett.
Losing pitcher, Chernauskas. Umpires , Brewer and Bragg. Time 2
hours and 3 minutes.

¦

Mu le Golf ers Again Trac kster s Make
Lose To Bowdoin Bid for first Wi

*
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Only Four To Go
Was talking with Mother Shipton
afte r the Maine state track meet in
and
Satu rday,
Brunswick
last
she said that Colby would win
the sta te. tiltle_ in _track _ four
years from now. And this famous old
prophe t has never been known to go
wrong : yet. The only prohable slip
up in this prop hecy is that maybe the
cha mpionship will come in less than
four years , but we couldn 't really
hold her res ponsible for an error of
that kind.
—C—
1
Process of Elimination

po a e
1 0 0'
1 3 0
5 0 0
2 0 0
0 . 2 1
9
0 0
8 0 0
1 1 0
0
4 0
0 0 0

8 27 10

——

Not A "Has Bin "
A lot of work is being done this
spring to get more track material into
Colby and several good men have already been signed up. If "Bin" Arsenault comes to Colby in the fall
we 'll have a high jumper who can
clear six feet any day in the week.
At the present time the best sprinter
in college is a freshman, Jay Cochrane (alias, Johnson), and he and
Paul Burnham are the two best hurdlers in the squad. The best high
j umper in college is a frosh , Keith
Thompson, and Johnnie Daggett is
the heat broad jumper and polo vavltcr.

Four Ball Play

Clark and Hood (B) defeated
Berry and Bunting (C) 6 and 5.
Woodruff and Bernham (B) defeated Gregory and Coolidge (C) 4 to
3.
Winslow and Myshrall (C) were all
even with Gerard and Mueller (B).

Golfers lose Close

Match To U. of M.

The golf team from the "University
of Maine defeated the Mule golfers on
the Waterville Country Club course on
Monday afternoon to the tune of 5 %
to 3 Vz. Colby's last match of the
season was played under very unfavorable conditions as the course was
soggy and wind-swept.
The summary :
Gregory (C) defeated Pierkowski
(M) 2 up.
Bunting (C) lost to Burney (M)
1 up.
Best ball all even ,
Coolidge (C) lost to Mercereau
(M) 1 up.
Winslow (C) lost to Bryant (M) 2
and 1.
Colby best ball 1 up.
Myshrall (C) lost to Leafe (M) 5
and 4.
Berry (C) defeated Forestal (M)
2 and 1.
Colby lost best ball 4 and 3.

Johnnie Daggett—State Champ
It would have been nice to have
se en Da ggett shar in g th e lim eli ght
with. Leonard and Hardison at the
state meet. Harley Bubery is another prom i sin g trackman as he can
heave the javelin as good as any varsity man. And so besides the hole in
the wall th ere are things about the
Colby track squad that will bear lookin g into.
— .C —
He Saved tho Day
Carl Hodges rates the congratulations of all for capturing; all but ColiBJBBJMaBJBHM

gfciawamMB — i l l

KAME LK0HN
SHOP
197 MAIN STREET

V*M

. Elm City
I Bowling I
1 Alley s
o

by 's fourth of a point at the state
meet. Carl won the shot put with a
heave that went two feet farther than
any throws he had got off any previous time in his career. At the same
time he beat a man from Maine and
one from Bates who had both taken
him over indoors. And then he topped it off by taking a second in the
discus to sort of make it a red letter
day for the Hodges family. And the
good thing about it is that Carl will
be back with tho squad again next
year. And with the Frosh team coming up Coach Perkins can look ahead
to three wins in dual meets and a
third placo in the state meet.

—. ' '

Fast Alleys !s
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J. O. M ICHAUD
Barb er Shop
Temple Street

Track fans will find plenty . of action on Seaverns Field next Saturday
when the Colby team meets Norwich
University; The Freshmen are also
having:a meet here on the same day
with Kennebunk.
Although Coach Perkins' teams has
had a discouraging season , the Mules
have a good chance to come out with
top honors against' Norwich. The
Vermonters . are reputedly weak.
They have had only trial meets so far
this season and lack of experience
will seriously handicap them. The
only veteran on the team is Sanders,
an efficient 440 man and the captain
of the squad. However, Sander's nets
not been in active competition for the
last two years. NoTwich's mileV, Gilson , was the ' school-boy champion of
Massachusetts running the mile in
4:49. ' In the hammer event the Vermonters have two Fletchers Who were
also school-boy champs in this event.
For the Colby team Hodges should
be a sure point winner in the hammer
event and shot put after ' his great
showing ' last Saturday at Bowdoin.
Gardiner will be a serious threat in
the 440. These men along with Chase
in the mile , Baker in the weights," arid
Daggett in the dashes should offer
Norwich some real competiti on.
The powerful Freshman team may
find difficulty in over-coming Kennebunk. This team was the class "C"
high school championship winner last
year and recently ran away. with the
York County championship. Several
of the best high school tracksters in
the state including- Spofford , an outstanding weight man; and Bowdoin ,
a capable dash man, are on the team.
The Frosh, however, sparked . , by
Cochrane and Daggett should have an
edge on the Kennebunk team.

French Club Plans
Picnic For June 2
I
The regular monthly meeting of the
Cercle • Francais was ; held in ' the
Alumnae Building at seven-thirty on
Thursday evening. Preceding the
business meeting, -Professor Gordon
Smith read a play in French entitled ,
"The. Fall of ..Troy Will Not take
Place. "
During the meeting, plans for the
coming Open House Day were discussed , "and a time set for the annual
outing. This year the . club is . to have
as its last meeting a picnic which will
be June second.
Too, it was announced that the
play, "La Lettre Charge ," will be presented by members' of the club , although the date for it has not as yet
been set.

Soft Ball
Schedule
Wednesday, May 18, 4 P. M., D. U.K. D. R.
Thursday, May 10, 4 P. M., L. C.
A.-Phi Delta.
Friday, May 20, 4 P. M., Tau DeltaD. K. E.
Monday, May 28, 4 P. M., A. T, 0.K. D. R.
Tuesd ay, Ma y 24 , 4 P. M., ZetosPhi Delta.
Thursday, May 26 , 4 P . M.,.D. U.L. 0. A.
Play off of all games postponed by
woathor, wet grounds, or , , by :agrroomont will be arranged through tho
Physical Education office on tho near*
est possible available date.

WATERVILLE STEAM LAUNDRY

"SHIRTS DONE AS MEN LIKE mEM" ' . '.' • "
145 Main Street
Telephone 146
.
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Two Fraternities
To Hold Dances

. NOTICE
ECHO elections will .' . 'le held in
Chemical 27, Fr iday, May 20, at 4:00
P. M. '

Kappa Delta Rho
Elects Officers

ted by the Arts Club in co-operation

Hallowell Winners To with the S. C. M.; two presentations
of the play "Everyman," 'one .on
Be Announced Later March 20 in connection with the

\.
"¦'

Union Layman Service, the other time
evening
in
the
At 7.30 Monday
at the Psalm Sunday Vesper; and
College chapel , before an intensely "Smoke" put on recently.
Lambda Chi's Introduce affairs, William Arnold-Forster, Brit- Rossignol Heads Fraternity interested group, the 29th annual All in all the religious department ¦
ish political writer, and William T.
Hallowell Prize Speaking Contest and dramatic club have given good
New Band To Colby
for Ensuing Year
Stone, vice president of the Foreign
was held.
service to the communities near WaPolicy Association, Rev. A. J. Muste,
The addresses were original and terville and deserves to be congratuTau Delts Bring Band From minister of the Labor Temple , and Kappa Delta Rho held a semi-an- treated of some phase, of the general lated for their work. There are yet
Irwin M. Tobin, executive secretary nual election of officers on Wednes- theme : "Education in a Democracy." to be meetings of the men and womMedford, Mass.
of the R. I. Council for Peace Action. day evening, May 11, 1938. The fra- They did- not exceed eight minutes in en Y committees to elect chairmen Under the auspices of the Ameri- ternity duly elected the following for length.
and vice chairmen.
_ On Friday, May 20 , two fraternican
Friends Service committee in co- the new college year :
Special prizes, aggregating $100,
May twenty-ninth at four P. M., a
ties will hold their annual spiing
-for Social
operation
with
the
Council
President, Claude Bertrand Rossig- given in memory of Florentius Mer- vesper service will be held on Maydance. The Alpha Rho chapter of
Action
of
the
Congregational
Chrisrill Hallowell ,. of the class of 1877, flower Hill. A general invitation has
nol, '39.
Lambda Chi Alpha has chosen the
tian churches, the Institute is one of
Senior Tribunal, Earle Edgar Gla- were made available to the College been extended to the young people
Lakewood Country Club on. the shores
eleven similar conferences
held zier , '39.
for the purpose of encouraging stu- of the city, and it is'hoped that there
of beautiful Wesserunsett Lake. Bob
the country, in ,. order to
throughout'
Junior Tribunal, Gardner Oakes , dents in the work of public speaking. will be a good representation from,
Gleason's 13 piece orchestra has been
promote better understanding of '40.
On Recognition Day, May 27, the the college. The committee in charge
merriment
of
the
masters
obtained as
world problems and is open to anyThey are : of the service is as follows : Eleanor
prizes
will be awarded.
Quaester,
Francis
Blynne
Allen,
Special
interest
atevening.
for the
one interested. During the eleven- '40.
second
prize,
First
prize,
$50;
$25; Bavis, Jean Bridges, Betty Sweetzer ,
"because
they
taches to this orchestra
there will . be. . lectures
day
meeting,
fourth
prize,
$15;
$10.
third
prize,
Nathanael Guptill , Spencer Winsor
'40.
Philip
Milton
Grant,
Praetor,
Benny
Goodwere recommended by
and round table discussions . of cursubjects
Dodge
The
contestants
and
their
and
John Daggett.
Propraetor,
Paul
Edward
man as his successor at the close of
rent world affairs in the morning and Sheldon, '41.
are
as
follows:
his contract with a Boston club.
informal discussion, recreation, and
Education, the Price of Democracy,
House Custodian, James Moulton
The committee responsible for the
reading in the afternoon. There will Bunting, '40.
Edwin Herbert Shuman, '38.
talented planning of the event conbe several evening lectures which will
Save Our Teachers, Alfred NorPontifex, Frank Coombs Dixon, '39.
sists of Robert V. Ganders, chairman,
be open to the public.
Ceriturian, William Louis Gousse, man Timberlake, '40.
Richard B. Holmes, and Ernest B.
Professor Henry- J. Cadbury of '40.
Magic in the City; Frank Page
Harvey. Chaperonage will , ne renHarvard
- University is chairman of
Student Council, Raymond Dana Farnham, '40.
dered by Coach and Mrs. Alfred M.
the Institute and Mrs. William M. Stinchfield '39i
The opening rounds of ^he . State
A White Collar Education , Kenneth
,
McCoy, Professor and Mrs. Cecil Rolr
Duguid
of
Cambridge,
treasurer.
G61f Tournament, scheduled for MonPledging Committee, Elbert Graves Raymond Bickford , '38.
lins, Miss Edna. Worzel, Mr. Arthur
Further information about the Insti- Kjoller, chairman, Gardner Oakes,
at
An I. Q. of 100, or Else, Charles. day and Tuesday, May 23 and 24|
W. Seepe, and Mrs. Phillip Hall.
tute may be obtained from George '40 , William Henry Hughes, '41, Ray- Alexander MacGregpr , '38.
the Waterville Country Club . links
The program will begin at 9 :00 P.
A. Selleck, director of the Institute, 5 mond Dana Stinchfield, '39, Francis
Education, Democracy's Life-line, will bring Bowdoin, University, of
M., in the spacious ballroom of the
Longfellow Park,. Cambridge. Mass. Blynne Allen, '40.
Maine, and Colby golf ers into combat
Robert
Vernon Ganders, '39.
Club
and
will
end
at
1:00
A.
Country
for
the championship of the Maine
Gardner
Oakes,
Social
Committee,
The
Value
of
an
Education
Leon
location
and
ex,
M. ' Due to the ideal
colleges.
Bates may send one or two
Dwight
Kelley
Beal
chairman,
'40.
a
successful
dance
,
Tobin,
'40,
cellent orchestra ,
PREXY JOHNSON
men
to
represent
the Garnet but there
William
Louis
Gousse,
'40.
Certain
Inalienable
Rights
'41,
, Nais expected.
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, yet.
is
nothing
definite
William
Henry
Athletic Adviser,
thanael Manii Guptill, '39.
The Tau Delta Phi will hold their
of
one
Thomas
Hardy.
Handsome
18
players
from
the Maine colleges
Hughes, '41.
A Hybrid Democracy, James Weldance at the Lake Shor e Hotel on
Phil
Either
has
a
ball
club
there,
or
have
been
entered
to date. Quarter
lington Salisbury, '40.
Long Pond. Monte Carroll's Ensigns
has
he?
He
was
the
captain,
you
finals
are
scheduled
for Monday afThe Greatest Show on Earth,
of Medford , Mass., will contribute to
O-AT-KA CLUB
know.
ternoon
with
the
semi-finals
and
Ernest Cummings Marriner, Jr., '40.
the evening with neoimpressionallistic
Big Dick Dow pulled all the tricks
(Continued
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morning
A Neglected Medium, Wilson Col- finals taking place Tuesday
rhythm.
known to baseball out of his bag, but
and afternoon respectively. Hood of
lins
Piper, '39.
The Tau Delta Phi social commitall to no avail. Even the squeeze are: Dr. Charles W. Gilkey of ChicaBowdoin, the defending champ, is faThe
judges
were
Mr.
Ernest
E.
Fintee consists of Stanley Schreider,
bunt with no one on base failed to go University, Homer Martin, Nor- nemore, Waterville; Principal George vored to retain his title but Gregory
chairman, Leon Braudy, Leon Tobin,
work, so Richard left the scene in man Thomas, Russell Ames Cook, of W. Bucknani,
Wateiwille; Mr. Ken- and Winslow of Colby are expected
and Stephen Sternberg. Chaperones
favor of Hulie Wade, his co-captain. Harvard , and many other outstand- neth L. Walton Oakland. The pre- to give good accounts of themselves.
Dr.
and
Wolman,
,
will be Dr. and Mrs.
Hulie immediately yanked the giant ing speakers and leaders.
siding
officer
was
Professor Thomas
Professor
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Schoenberg,
Among the more important featline-up, which included Jay Cochrane,
Associate
Professor of
M. Griffiths,
Thory, and Mrs. Bridges.
ures of the conf erence are :
Terrible
Turk
Hassan,
Peg
Higgins,
Sterling slave bracelets will be atDelegation meetings—-in which History.
Fern Brouker, Johnny Coolidge , and
tached to the programs as favors. BeThe order of Military Merit, an R.
each
college group comes to know its
Barbara Baehr, in favor of the midCAP AND GOWN
cause many of the guests will be from
the
conference
own
members
and
0.
T. C, award, was given for the
get team. His strategy follows that
(Continued from page 1)
out of town, a party of several cars
intimately
and
to
think
first
time at a Massachusetts Institute
leader
s
more
will visit Bar Harbor the next day as of Bill Terry of the Giants, says of' ther"¦' cohf eretice'"' 'experiences ' "'in ' the' retiring seniors and faculty mem- of Technology review this month.
Hulie.
A tight infield and few hits
entertainment.
The University of Kentucky band
terms of applications to its own cam- bers.' The bases for election are as
wins the ball game.
follows
:
awareness
to
life
as
shown
is
one of the leading musical organiAnd so "Oceie ' Emery, Bullet pus situation.
by
active
support
of
all
college
aczations to appear in the annual KenTWO MAINE STATIONS
Music—-in charge of Dr. Russell
Peek, Pat Jellison, Farmer Morphy,
tivities, enthusiasm and optimism , in- tucky Derby parade.
Ames
Cook
of
Harvard—an
unusual
Jimmie Williams, 'Shirley Porton , Inch
(Continued from page 1)
Dr. John A. Neitz of the University
Hugh Kirkwood proved successful. Salisbury, Marj Towle and the rest opportunity for music-lovers to work sight and tolerance, friendliness and
leadership,
generosity,
intensity
of
of
Pittsburgh has a collection of some
probably
outHamilton
was
outstanding
leader
in
this
Violet
got their chance. Did they win? We under an
personal
living,
average
of
not
and
an
old textbooks used in U. S.
1
,500
New
standing as the wife of Nasfc,
do not know. But Skeets Eustis has field.
'
less
than
throughout
their
first
75%
schools.
Recreation—social
hours
and
York cartoonist crusading against the his adding machines working overDale Carnegie, apostle of friendpolitical machinations of Tammany time to compute the totals, and soon sports, offering opportunity to get ac- three years.
Those
juniors
who
were
elected
to
ship
and influence, is the favorite
in the days of the Tweed ring. Others we'll know. (But , we ask you , with quainted with men and women from
Cap
and
Gown
this
year
are
as
fol.
columnist
of West Texas State Colin the cast were Ernie Harvey as Skeets adding the figures, who do you other campuses.
lows
:
lege
students.
Time for reflection—to get acNast, Ed Shuman, Bob Ganders, think will come out a winner?).
Freda Abel, Marion Ci'awford , ArOutstanding radio artists and techJerome Linder, Wilson Piper and Ken
Sandwiches, soft drinks, ice cream quainted with yourself , to release
line
Bamber,
Sally
Aldrich
Marjorie
,
nicians
are on the faculty of the New
Holbrook as announcer.
tind cookies were perhaps the best those aspirations submerged by the
Towle,
Donna
deRochemont
Eliza,
York
University
summer Radio W orkTom Brenner and Phil Colman part of the program. This is one day over-crowded campus routine.
beth
Solie.
shop
faculty.
added humor in the manner of truly when the faculty digs down and feeds
These are only a few of the many
Thirty Wellesley College seniors
professional comedians. Horace and the gang- surely brings the crowd. But features of this well-planned conferCOLBY
CLOSES
YEAR
are writing hovels as part of their
Chester with banjo and guitar had seriously, everyone appreciates what ence program.
(Continued from page 1)
work in an English course.
assistance in singing from Benny they do on this day at least. So we
Although the conference has many
More than 45,000 students have enBurbank. The ever popular John say—thanks, profs, and when we get aims and ideals one may be stated, way back. The deputation committee
is
now
working
for
next
fall.
tered
the "cultural Olympics" sponDaggett again demonstrated his abil- an umpire , we'll really give you a perhaps, the highest: "To achieve a
The
drama
was
presented
"Smoke
"
by the University of Pennsylsored
ity.
ball game.
sense of belonging in a movement of for the third . time at the Penney vania.
Ellis Mott and Ritz Searle anAfter the appetites were appeased men and women who are united in
Safe driving and traffic efficiency
nounced with the changes in voice songs were sung, led by John Thomas. the enterprise of building a Christian Memorial Baptist Church at Augusta.
Colby
has
presented
dramas
there
beis
one of the new courses planned
serving to keep things moving rapid- And again our Alma Mater closed a world of new individuals and a new
fore
and
they
have
been
asked
back
,
for
the University of Pittsburgh sumly. Fletcher Eaton did a professional perfect day .
society."
again
for
another
year.
The
pastor
mer
session.
interviewer's work in questioning two
The faculty committee in charge
, William R. Wood opened the serCol'by
wants
a
good
delegation
at
Dr
At
the beginning of the 1938-39
high school students who had been of the affair consisted of "Tubby "
this
conference
!
Volunteers
are
vice.
Lawrence
Dwyev
spoke
explainschool
year , all Yale University fresh-;
here for* the Meet Col'by program. Ashcraft, Chairman , and Professors
sought
from
the
student
body
who
ing
the
play.
men
will
be housed togetheiv
Barbara Skehan gave late news Lougee, Loebs, and Stanley, Messrs.
will
represent
Colby,
plays
and
bring
back
that
have
been
preOther
The
University
of Virginia alumni
flashes.
Rush , Carlson , Either and Joseph to our campus the ideals of this great
sented
are:
Miss
play
"The
Machair's
.
association
will
request
that Congress
On the regular Colby at the Micro- Smith , Dr . Marshall and Miss Duffy.
] To learn more about the Color Line"—a ( last fall production; give the university the $3,000,000
movement
phono program last Monday ProfesO-ta-ka conference road the pam- the fourteenth century mystery Play fund available as a monument to
sor Lowell Haynos talked on the
DR . CHARLES BEALE
phlets
on the bulletin boards, and see of the Nativity—translated by Dr. Thomas Jefferson for an "education- . ¦
Value of Philosophy. Next week
(Continued
from
page
1)
Katherin
Coffin or Ernest Harvey.
. Marshall of the faculty, and presen- al, living, tribute."
Professor Griffiths looks at the 'Con- one is sure to come to the point
The Intercollegiate Rowing Assostitution on. tho 150th anniversary of whore personal morality enters in , Dr
.
ciation
, sponsor of the annual Pough-/
its adoption. Following that there Beale went on.
keepsio
Regatta , was founded in
program
will bo only ono move
for
Without arriving at any decision as
1895.
the year on May 30.
to tho answer to the question , "Can
Collogo and university enrollments
we be moral?" Dr. Beale left quesform 15 per cent of the youth of tho
tions in the minds of his audience
WELLESLEY TO ACT
nation >of college ago.
{ uommuea xrom pago i )
which pertain to the fundamentals o£
A
FArRFIEID
Lawrence Collogo has a larger inS.PECIAITY
nomics Association, Grover Clark , a philosophy of life and tho problems
vestment in athletic equipment • per
editor and authority on Far Eastern of personal and public morality.
Each September the cream of the
tho elective courses which prepare
student than any othor midwestorn
year 's gra duation clause s-. . . lcoon,
for such specialized fields res advoralort , ambitious young women . . . tising, sales mana gement , insurance ,
college.
como to Fairliold School to got ready
Investments , etc. Dictation and tran University of Virginia , stu d ents d p
ior picking business , "plums " - thoso
serip lion in foreign languages iu
not
call their campus a campus. They
fascinating, responsi ble J obs which
available to student s who hope to
demand collogo background and ma- maho practical vff o of thoir collegecall it "tho grounds. "
turo J ud gment alongr with superior
language majors. ,
Middlebury College in Vermont hns
secretarial equipme nt. They 're wiso
Elfoctlv6 ' place ment bureau fits girls
PLAQUES , BOOK-ENDS, SEAL JEWELRY
girls 1 FoirHold training is definite ly
and J obs, to the satisfaction of both .
a 85 ,000-acre campus.
, graduate in purpo se, plan , and ' Reasonable tuition rates. Term begins
Baylor University, in 1987, gradmethod. Particula rly attractive ' aro
Sept. 19. Write now for Catalog.
We will ord er a ny BOOK you may want
uated th o only quadruplets ovor to
' [ ,' .
comploto a collogo conrso. '
MARJORI^ A, LANDON, Dfroefor
Ilftvcrford Collogo loads all men 's ,
colleges in tho amount ; of endowment
CHAMPLI N HALL
, ROOM 12
245 M A R L B O R O U G H STREET, DOStON, M A S S A C H U S E T T S
per student.—Tho College Review. , '
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The Student Council

...

At first thought, the postponement of the mass meeting to discuss the
plans for the New Student Council from Wednesday, May 18th , to Wednesday, May 25th, seems unfortunate. However, on further consideration,
it would appear to be best to have this delay as the student body will have
this additional time ,to become more familiar with the proposed plans, will
have ample opp ortunity to discuss the pro and con of . them, and will be
able to present their deductions clearly at the mass meeting. It is hoped
that every student will acquaint himself with these plans, and learn what
this small group of men, under the direction of Roy Young, is really attempting to do for the student body of Colby. It is so often true that a
movement of this sort, even though it is for the good of the community,
is not appreciated until too late. An effective organ of student government
is a powerful factor on campus but to obtain this, the cooperation of every
student is necessary.
It would be advantageous, no doubt, to review briefly the plans which
appeared in last week's "ECHO." By these plans there are to 'be two
councils, one restricted to the matters which concern the student body at
large. This will be the new Student Council, and will consist of the four
class presidents, the president and secretary of the Interfraternity Council, and four men, a senior, two juniors , and a sophomore, elected by proportional voting;. The second, the Interfraternity Council, will consist
of . the presidents of the several fraternities and their faculty, advisers ; and
it is advised that the Dean of Men be asked to serve as the permanent
chairman of this council. This council will restrict its business to matters
that are specifically related to the fraternities, such as rushing.
There seems to be a difference of opinion in one phase of the membership of the new Student Council. Some would have the four men, who will
be elected by proportional voting, restricted to the Sophomore , Junior,
and Senior classes, feeling that a Freshman representative would not realize his responsibility. On the other side, there is a faction that believes
that an election open to the college at large, will seat the ablest men in
the Student Council. Another discussion has arisen in regard to the membership of the Interfraternity Council. Some feel that this added burden
on the shoulders of the presidents of the houses will be felt to such a degree that they will not be able to work as effectively as those with lighter
schedules. The opposition maintains that the interests of the individual
houses are more real to the presidents, and a group of these leaders will
produce a more useful council.
To be sure , these arguments are sketchy but the purpose of the presentation of -the two sides is not to convince, but to stimulate thought. With
a comprehensive grasp of the essentials of the proposed plans , the individual will understand and will be able to participate in the discussion at the
mass meeting. This discussion will be conducted as a forum , and at the
close of this a vote, will be taken to decide whether amended plan will be
'
accepted.
*
E. D. M.

The White Mule Refor ms
The WHITE MULE of '38 and '39 is going to be a MULE of a different
color. There is going to be a completely rejuvenated magazine , funnier,
peppy, more interesting, and more than the usual four editions,
This is
all going to come about through the help and cooperation of the student
body which wants to make the WHITE MULE rate among the best of college publications.
There is a general wish among the men and women of Colby that their
humor magazine be a more worthy representative of the college, There
is just one .way of accomplishing this , and that is by official recognition
and support from both the students and the faculty, There is soon to bo
a mass vote and this agitation can be put into action.
. The WHITE MULE has been a well known journal at certain times in
the past, 'but in the future it is going to be larger and of wider interest
to both undergraduates and alumni. It can easily bo made to vie in excellence with Harvard's Lampoon , W il liam 's Purple Cow, or Cornell's Widow.
Colby would benefit greatly by having its MULE as well known nationally.
It is well formed local organizations which make these magazines what they
arc. But if wo aro not careful tho nowly organized Bates Buffoon will get
ahead of us.
Tho Old MULE will bo rebuilt with ten or fifteen moro pages per copy,
and the number of issues will be increased to six annually. The now sheet
is going , to be literary as woll - as humorous. , All Colby men and women
will havo a chance to write and bo written about, Foots will bo given
copius space. Tho now Candid Camera pago will offer all an opportunity
to photograph and be photographed.
In short , it is going to bo made a souvenir of collogo life which will bo
worth' having.
Faculty supervision will insure a woll managed and directed paper and student support will enable the COLBY WHITE MULE
to bo a humor and literary magazine of which we can all.bo proud.
' ',
' '
¦ll " ' P '
•
D. S.

terial as he may direct.
During this time, any man who is negSec. 8. The advertising manager ligent in his duties or does inferior
The ECHO Constitution requires shall have charge of soliciting and in- work in the judgment of the editorthat a copy of the same be published serting advertisements under the di- in-chief and faculty adviser shall be
once eaci year.
rection of the business manager.
supplanted by another freshman ,
ARTICLE I.
Sec. 9. The circulation manager keeping in mind provision "a" stated
Name.
shall have charge of the subscription above. AH those on the list at the beSection 1. This association shall lists and be responsible for the week- ginning of the second semester shall
be known as the Colby College Echo ly distribution of the paper to all sub- be enrolled as regular reporters on the
Association.
.
scribers.
staff.
ARTICLE II.
Sec. 10. The assistant business
Sec. 8. The advertising manager
Purpose.
managers shall perform such duties
Section 1. The purpose shall be as the business manager may require and circulation manager shall be
to publish the weekly paper of Colby in the conduct of the business affairs elected from a slate of nominations
consisting of the three assistant busiCollege, known as the Colby ECHO. of the paper.
ness
managers plus any nominations
ARTICLE III.
Sec. 11. The mailing clerks shallfrom
the floor. The two men receivMembershi p.
perf orm such duties in the . distribuSection 1. Any student in Colby tion of the paper as the circulation ing the greatest 'number of votes shall
College shall be eligible for member- manager may direct, but the responsi- be deemed to be eligible for the poship in the association.
bility for the proper distribution shall sitions, but the decision as to which
Sec. 2. The subscription to the remain with the circulation manager. man shall have which position shall be
ECHO for one college year and the
Sec. 12. Whenever the officers of settled mutually between the two men
payment of the fee therefor shall de- the association shall convene for the and the newly elected business mantermine membership for said college purpose of holding an election or the ager.
year.
Sec. 9. The three assistant busitransaction of other business, the ediARTICLE IV.
tor-in-chief shall assume the duties ness managers shall be elected from, a
Officers.
ordinarily ascribed to the president slate of nominations consisting of the
Section 1. The officers of this as- of an organization, the managing edi- six mailing clerks plus any nominasociation, shall consist of an editor-in- tor shall act as vice-president and the tions from the floor. The three men
chief , a managing editor, a business business manager shall act as secre- receiving"the greatest number of votes
manager, a women's editor, six asso- tary and keep a permanent record of shall be deemed to have been elected.
ciate editors, ten. assistant editors, the minutes of each meeting.
Sec. 10. The staff of mailing clerks
twelve reporters, an advertising manshall be appointed as follows: A call
ARTICLE VI.
ager, a circulation manager, three
for candidates shall be posted on the
Elections.
assistant business managers, and six
bulletin board on the first day of colmailing clerks.
Section 1. The annual election of lege and published in the first issue
Sec. 2. The associate editors shall officers for the ensuing year shall be of the ECHO. All applicants shall be
consist o>f four men and two women held during the week of May 20. An- given an equal chance to do the work
and shall ordinarily be members of nouncement of the meeting must have under the direction of the circulation
the junior class.
been published in the last number of manager for four weeks. At the end
Sec. 3. The assistant editors shall the ECHO and by a notice on the bul- of- this time, the business manager
consist of six men and four women letin board at least three days pre- and faculty adviser shall appoint a
and shall ordinarily be members of viously. A quorum must be present list of six men from the list of applithe sophomore class.
consisting of three-quarters of the cants. If more than six men have
Sec. 4. The reporters shall consist men officers in good and regular applied, the list shall be chosen so as
of twelve men and shall ordinarily be standing and either faculty adviser. to include representatives from as
members of the freshman class.
Sec. 2. In the election of the edi- many fraternities as possible. If less
Sec. 5. The advertising manager tor-in-chief and managing editor of than six men have applied , those fraand circulation manager shall ordi- the COLBY ECHO, each member of ternities who have no representative
n arily be men of the junior class.
the ECHO staff shall cast one vote among the applicants shall be reSec. 5. The assistant business and only one vote for one of the four quested to choose candidates.
managers shall ordinarily be men of associate editors. The person receivARTICLE VII.
the sophomore class.
ing the most votes shall be elected
Vacancies.
Sec. 7. The mailing clerks shall editor-in-chief , and the person reordinarily be men of the freshman ceiving the second highest number of
Section 1. If any officer of the asclass.
votes shall be elected managing edi- sociation fails to perform his regular
Sec. 8. . There shall be a faculty tor.
duties with reasonable satisfaction or
adviser and a faculty financial adSec. 3. The business man ager if his work is of consistently inf erior
viser appointed l>y the president of
slate of nomi- quality, he may be dismissed from the
the college, from the faculty or ad- shall be elected from a
,,,
nations consisting of the advertising board ..after two written warnings
ministrative staff of the college.
from
the
editor-in-chief
, with the apmanager, the circulation manager and
proval of the faculty adviser.
ARTICLE V.
any other nominations from the floor.
Duties of Officers.
ARTICLE VIII.
Sec. 4. All members of the ECHO
Section 1. The editor-in-chief shall
Sur plus.
shall be
have general oversight of managing staff , both male and female,
Section 1. At the end cf the year,
and publishing the Colby ECHO. He allowed one vote for editor-in-chief
editor.
The
rethe
auditor shall examine the accounts
and
one
for
Women
's
shall be responsible for the editorial
offices
shall
be
and
if correct and if any surplus remainder
of
the
men's
attitude and policy of the paper, for
voted
upon
by
the
men
as
specified
mains
after payment of all bills and
the performance of duties assigned to
leaving
a balance of $100 in the treasin
the
Constitution,
and
the
women's
the boar d and for any other duties
ury,
he
may approve the division of
offices
shall
be
voted
upon
as
they
so
provided in other sections of this coneffective,
in
the
this
surplus
equally between the edichoose.
This
is
to
be
stitution.
tor-in-chief , the business manager, the
annual elections, May, 1934.
Sec. 2- The managing editor shall
Sec. 5. In the election of the as- managing editor and the women's ediaid the editor-in-chief in the oversight
tor.
of the mechanical details of the paper sociate editors, one vote may be cast
ARTICLE IX.
and shall perform the duties of the by each member of the staff for each
of
two
of
the
six
assistant
editors.
Section 1. The annual subscripeditor-in-chief in case of the latter's
The four positions as associate editors tion fee shall be two dollars ($2.00).
temporary absence or disability.
Sec. 3. The business manager shall shall go to the four men receiving the
ARTI CLE X.
have charge of and be responsible for highest number of votes.
Section 1. This constitution shall
Sec. 6. In the election of the assis- be immediately effective upon ratifithe business management of the Colby
ECHO. He shall himself keep item- tant editors, one vote may be cast by cation by a three-fourths vote of the
ized accounts of all money received each member of the staff for each of majority of members of the associaand disbursed for the association and three of the twelve reporters. The tion.
shall submit his accounts to the audi- six .positions as assistant editors
Sec. 2. This constitution may be
shall go to the six men receiving the at any time amended by a threetor once each month.
Sec. 4. The women's editor shall highest number of votes.
fourths written vote of a majority of
be responsible for all news originatSec. 7. The staff of reporters shall the members of the association , proing in the w omen 's division of the col- be appointed as follows : A call for vided that said proposed amendment
lege and shall have complete juri sdic- candidates shall be published in the has been published in the two suction ovor the women members of the first issue of the ECHO in tho month cessive preceding issues of tho ECHO.
staff.
of November and the editor-in-chief
ARTICLE XI. „¦
. Sec. 5. Tho. duties of the associate shall make a list of applicants for the
Section 1. This constitution shall
editors shall be to aid the editor- position , Soon after the middle of be printed in the Colby ECHO at least
in-chief in such ways as he may di- the first semester, there shall be a con- once each college yonr.
r e ct , and to exercise such supervision ference of the editor-in-chief and tho
ovor the details of the publication as faculty adviser, together with those
the editor-in-chief may desire. It members ol the English department
should bo clearly understood that the who conduct classes in freshman Engduties of the associate editors are pri- lish in the men 's division. Theso conmarily administrative.
ferees shall draw, up a list of twelve
Soc. 5. Tho duties of the assistant m en of the f reshman class un d er tho
At the Wednesday night meeting
editors shall be to provide such ma- following conditions:
of tho Alpha Upsilon chapter of Delta
terial ns the oditor-in-chiof or tho as- a. The list shall include ot least
Delta Delta sorority ' the installation
sociate editors may direct, and to re- one man from ovory fraternity group
of the new officers by the . old was
ceive nil work submitted by, tho staff an d at least one unpledged mon.
held.
*
of reporters.
b. The list shall include those who
Tho out-going officers wore : PresiSoc. 7, Tho reporters shall each havo signified thoir dosiro to try out dent Marjorio Towlo j vice president,
,
be responsible to ono of tho assistant for the position insofar as this- is pos- Esther McBride; corresponding secreeditors *ind shall prepare such ma- sible without conflicting with provi- tar y, Betto Doran j /recording secresion "a,"
tary, Betty McLood ; and treasurer,
c. Hank in froshman English shnll Joan Burr.
CAREFUL CLEANIN G
bo ono of tho considerations in drawTho now;officers are: president ,
AT
ing up this list.
Betto Doran ; vice president , Marian
Those candidates shall bo responsi- Crawford j corresponding secretary,
ble to assistant editors for assign- Constance Knickerbocker ; recording
••Service Which Satisfies"
ments and shall bo considered to bo secretary, Lois Britton ; and MeasurTol , 277 on trial for tho rest of tho semester. er , Joan Di'lskp,. . . . ..,
62-A Towplo St.

Miss Doran Heads
Delta Delta Delta

Wate rville
Dry Cleaners

Library To Sell
Colby Ma de
Old Books May 19
Maine Office

its type. A large staff of more than tainment a grea£ honor, not only ' be: RESOLUTIONS
thirty Maine student writers and bus- cause it is a "feather in its journalisWhereas, It has pleased God in His
iness managers will soon be actively tic cap, " but also because ' the college
infinite wisdom to remove from this
engaged in the worthy task of the in- itself is the first in Maine to give such
life our Brother, Robert. W. . Stewart,
¦¦
;
terpretation
of student thought and overwhelming approval, encouragebe it
-'
the
circulation
of it among those who ment and cooperation to this product
Resolved, That we, the members
There is something about a new
are studying within the boundaries of of the first cooperative journalistic
of the - alumni and active chapters of book which appeals to everyone.
the Pine Tree State.
union of students from all of our
the Kappa Delta Rho fraternity ^ ex- Place a few new books on a shelf and
Colby should deem this recent at- New England colleges.
tend to the bereaved family . our they usually attract even the casual
Colby has definitely become the
heartfelt sympathy, and be, it further library visitor. There is a certain
State
of Maine headquarters for the
That
a
copy
of
these
Resolved,
satisfaction and enj oyment in just "Collegiate Review," fast-growing
resolutions be placed upon the records handling new books.- If you haven't
: of our chapters, and that a copy be tried this come in the Library some and popular inter-collegiate maga.sent to the COLBY ECHO for put*!!- day and thumb through the books zine. Since the huge staff-meeting
was held in Boston, at Simmons Colj cation.
placed each day on the new book rack. lege on May 7, when Philip J. Seavey,
Underg raduate Curricul um
Rupert Irvine,
Have you ever had the privilege of
Leading to LL.B. Degree
'40, -was elected to the "Review's"
Harold Lemoine,
\
visiting a second hand book store on Board of Directors and was appointDay Program ... three years
Evening Program.. .four years
Donald Poulin,
Beacon Street or Fourth Avenue?
' ¦"
Bertrand Rossignol, Most people who have had this ex- ed State Representative for Maine,
Admission Requirement: a minimum of two years of college work
Colby has made another long step toEarle Glazier,
perience will tell you that they.have
A limited number of scholarships available to college graduates
ward establishing itself among the
Gardner Oakes.
spent many pleasant hours rummag- leaders in collegiate j ournalism. By
Grad uate Curric ulum
ing through these old shops. There
thus becoming the central point
is always something attractive about
Leading to LL.M. Degree
through which all correspondence and
books whether new or old. .
Two-year
Evening program open to
business are to be directed and transDuring the Chapel period each day acted with the four other Maine colgraduates of approved Law Schools
beginning Thursday , May 19th , the leges, Bowdoin, Bates, University of
316 Huntington Avenue, Boston , Massachusetts
Library will offer for sale at a small Maine and Nasson, and the five Maine
Telephone KENmore 5800
The annual Murray Prize Debate sum a number of its . old duplicates. normal schools , Aroostook State, Gorwill be held in the ehapel on Thursday Come in and look them over. You ham, Farmington , Castine and Washevening, May 19, at 7.30 o'clock. The may find a few old tomes you would ington State, Colby can easily be confollowing are the propositions and like to add to your libraries. Don't sidered an important factor in the
come, however, expecting to find a establishment and publishing in
speakers :
.1. . Resolved, that, except in case Gutenberg Bible or a Shakespeare Maine of this unique student magaContinuous from 1.30 P. M.
of attack upon the United States or its Polio.
Doors Open at 1.00—8.30 P. M.
zine.
possessions, the power of Congress to
¦
Under the leadership of the new
WED.-THURS.-FRI.
declare war shall be subject to a na— WED.-THURS.
Maine State Representative, work is
<i
tional referendum.
well in progress toward organizing
A Great Double BUI
2 Big Action Features !
Affirmative , J. Marble Thayer, '38.
new branch staffs and reorganizing
Two New Hits !
"WALKING
DOWN
Negative, W. Ward Webber , '41.
BROADWAY"
old branch staffs in schools and colJOE PENNER
2. Resolved, that the Naval ApproClaire
Trevor
Michael
Whalen
leges where the "Collegiate Review "
in.
priation Bill which "was recently en2nd
Hit!
will be and is one of the most widely
"GO CHASE YOURSELF"
GENE AUTRY in
acted into law should be commended
Marion Crawford and Jeanette read and worthwhile publications of
"Spring Time in the Rockies"
Lucille
Ball
June
Travis
by the American people.
Drisco spent the week-end in Belfast.
2nd Big Hit !
Affirmative,- Fletcher Eaton , '39.
Sigrid Tompkins, Martha Bessom,
PRESTON
FOSTER
Negative, Kenneth R. Bickf ord , '38.
——
FRI.-SAT.
Martha Wakefield , Margaret Higgins tended the dramatic art conference
"THE
LADY
IN
3. Resolved, that a law fixing and Janet Lowell all spent the week- held at the University of Maine.
Continuous from ' 1.30 P. M.,
THE MORGUE"
maximum hours and minimum wages end at Higgins Beach.
Betsey Libbey spent the week-end
2 Big Action Hits
Patricia Ellis
Frank Jenks
should be enacted by Congress.
Sunday, Marguerite Pillsbury at- at her home in Pittsfield.
CHARLES STARRETT in
Affirmative, James J. Williams , '39.
"LAW OF THE PLAINS"
Negative, Wilson C. Piper, '39.
2nd Hit I
J
"TELEPHONE OPERATOR"
rari MfeAd ^^
4. Resolved, that a system of soJudith Allen
Warren Hymer
STA R TS SATURDAY
cialized medicine making available to
Plus Chap. No. 12
all citizens complete medical service
"Lone Ranger "
at public expense should be adopted.
Affirmative, Nathanael M. Guptill,
MON.-TUES.
and Philip J. Seavey, '40.
Negative,
** "ALWAtS A GOOD . SHOWT*'
%..-.~.ff
2 Big Features
Edna I. Slater, '40.
with
W. C. FIELDS in
One hundred dollars in cash prizes
given in memory of G. E. Murray,
"BIG BROADCAST OF 1938"
Alice Brady, Charles Winninger
class of 1879.
with Dorothy Lamour
Tom Brown
Frank Jenks
Martha Raye
Dorothea Kent
THINK
OF
FLOWERS
THINK
OF
WHEN
YOU
2nd Hit
READING KNOWLEDGE
A Radio 's Newest Sensation
EXAMINATIONS
"BIG TOWN GIRL"
TOMMY RIGGS
IN FRENCH, GERMAN
Claire Trevor
Donald Woods
and His Betty Lou
AND SPANISH
WHEN YOU THINK OF MITCHELL THINK OF
EXTRA
The Reading- Knowledge ExaminaPLAY SCREENO
LEON ERROL COMEDY
tions in French, German , and Spanish
Every Mon , and Wed. Nite, $25
Mickey Mouse Cartoon
will be held again on Thursday, May
to 14 sure winners plus Giant of
Community Sing
Telephone 467-W
19, at 3 P. M. Students who wish to
We are alwa ys at your service
,
$50 or more
take these examinations this semester
should present themselves at this time
as follows :
For French ; Men in Coburn 32;
women in Champlin 32.
For German: Men and women in
Chemical 24.
'
For Spanish : Men and women in I
Champlin 32.
SINCE A STANDARD TEST IS
JL OJLY
TO BE GIVEN, IT IS NECESSARY
THAT ALL STUDENTS APPEAR
PROMPTLY AT 3 P. M.
For the full discussion of the graduation requirements in modern foreign languages, students should consult the "Colby Collogo Bulletin" for
1936-37, pages 22-23. Particular attention is called to the following1
statement:
"
"Students who present themselves
for the Reading Knowledge Examinations in French, German, or Spanish
are expected to have completed
Course 4 at Col'by College or its
equivalent, three years' successful
study of the language in preparatory
school. Students who have failed a
Examination
Reading Knowledge
must preient written evidence of adequate further preparation before repeating' • the examination. The Dopartmont reserves the right to reject
an examination paper from any student who has not complied with these
requirements."

__

for "Review "

north eastern ' universit y
School of Law

Murra y Prize Debate
To Be Held Tomorrow

Campus Personals

"Good Bye
Broadway "

"Say It With Flowers "
MITCHELL' S
FLOWERS

" THE VOICE OF 75,000 STUDENTS IN FORTY COLLEGES"
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JOIN THE CROWD AT THE

Puritan Sweet Shop
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The 1938 Annual Literar y Competition has ju st been annou nced?
This contest is endor sed by College English Departments all over New England?
You have an excellent chance to win $200 in prizes?
All entr ants competing will receive no less than #5 for articles published?
Main e's; Central Office is now at Colb y ?
There ar e College Branch Offices at Bates , Bowdoin , U. of Mai ne, Nasson
and State Normal Branches at Gorham , Castine , Machias , Pre sque Isle and
Farming ton?
"Review " Subscri ption price for 193&39 is only $1.50 for eight issues?
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ADDRESS ALL I NQUIRI ES A ND ENTRI ES TO

Maine State Representativ e
COLBY COLLEGE
PHIL IP J . SEAVEY, L. C. A.
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Colby Outin g Club

To Elect Officers

Plans are now being completed for
the annual meeting- of the Colby College Outing Club, which is to be held
next Tuesday, May 24, at 7:30 P. M.
in the Alumnae Building. At this
meeting, the election of officers to
serve during the coming year will be
held.
The officers of the club are selected from the membership of the Governing Board , a group of sixteen students which has general charge of
routine Outing Club functions.
Following the election of officers
there will be a talk by a prominent
outside speaker, whose name is yet
to be announced. The committee in
charge of the meeting is planning to
serve refreshments to all members
who attend.
Because of the important election,
and because several proposed changes
in the Constitution will be discussed
and voted upon , it is expected that a
large majority of the club's memb ership will be present.

biographical books tie mentioned were
Elizabeth and Essez, by Strachy,
Second Empire, by Guedolla, and
Henry VIII , by Ha ckett.

This book deals with the eastward
march of Germany, the control of
Austria and the threat to Czechoslovakia. Among other books which he
mentioned were : Watch Czechoslo"Now," said Professor Wilkinson, vakia, by Freund, Conquest of the
"The current historical books are . less Past , by Hubertus Lowenstein, and
pleasant and less .agreeable reading I Knew Hitler, by Ludeck.
than formerly. Tfoey deal with the
Class ics Are Inexpensive
painful conditions of contemporary
Dr. Mary . Marshall also gave a
Europe, and -the menace of Fascism."
Then he proceeded to summarize brief talk. His subject dealt with the
some of the book fco which he refer- inexpensive editions of the classics,
red. Foremost in this list was G. A. popular novels, current literature,
Borgese's Goliath,^ The Menace of etc., now available to interested inFascism. In this book the author dividuals at very nominal prices. The
traces the origin of Fascism to' Dante price range of the books of which she
and to The Prince, by Machiavelli. spoke was from thirty-five cents to
He also treats at considerable length $1.50. Among the series she menThe German Octopus, by Henry Wolf. tioned were the Blue Ribbon Books,

those of the Oxford University Press, eluded in a meeting of this kind with
the Everyman Series, and the Modern the faculty and were . glad to learn
Library.
something of the work of the Library
Following this valuable literary dis- Association.
cussion and program , the group was
invited downstairs to the Social Room
where there was a -book exhibit by
Dr. Marshall and where delightful refreshments were served.
'2.3' Silver Street
X '
The undergraduate guests greatly

NOEL'S TAP RO0M

Tel. 207
Savings Bank Building, Waterville, Me

LIBRARY ASSOCIATES
(Continued from page 1)
and "the possesor of the finest private library in Great Britain." To
these, however, later in his life were
added : "the biggest fraud in the history of book collecting," and "sponsor of forgeries without parallel in
the history of book collecting."
Wise P roves Own Statement

Wise was best known for his extensive work in the field of bibliography, and he has produced some of
the finest, volumes ever published in
this field. Unfortunately there was
another side to his nature, that of the
fraud and forger. It is interesting
to note in this connection that in an
early bibliography of his friend Swinburne, he made the statement that although it appeared easy to counterfeit first editions, it would be impossible for anyone to ever successfully
accomplish such forgeries. Wise, himself , later found, much to his o-m
dismay and to the detriment of his
own literary reputation, the truth of
his statement. He had printed over a
great period of years a very limited
number of volumes of spurious first
editions. These he gradually placed
on the market through the medium of
various London booksellers. During
his career Wise produced fifty-odd
spurious first editions, all of which
sold for tremendous sums. Even
after the disclosure of the forgery,
the volumes continued to sell for high
prices because of the notoriety attached to them. Professor Weber
also answered questions asked by the
group and stated that there is now a
Wise exhibit in the libraryCurrent

Historical Books Are Not

Pleasant

Reading

! Professor William Wilkinson was
the next speaker on the program. His
subject was : Recent Books on "Current History and Those of Fifteen
Years Ago." Inasmuch as Professor
Wilkinson has a rare store of information and understanding of this subject, it is readily evident why his remarks were enlightening and very
much appreciated.
', First of all he pointed out that the
historical books of today in no way
compare with the brilliant biographies
of fifteen years ago. Among the

f maddocks
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